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Workshop Goals
1. Explain concepts SACSIM uses to model transit service and demand

2. Review approaches to validating SACSIM’s ability to model transit demand
3. Go through standard transit data outputs from model and specific use cases

4. Describe current developments and planned model updates

5. Host an open discussion for questions, ideas, and suggestions related to SACSIM’s transit 
model.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay as isIn other words, go through key tests to see how reasonably the model represents reality and observed relationships related to travel demand



Workshop Format

• We will pause to answer clarifying questions (e.g. defining a term used by the presenter or 
in a slide) during the presentation.

• More in-depth questions (e.g. how to do some modeling task, etc.) will be addressed during 
the open forum after the presentation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will have discussion following presentationProtocol for questions (clarifying questions vs. discussion questions)Clarifying = “Darren, what did you mean when you used the phrase “X”?Discussion question = “Darren, how does the model do X?”



Taking a SACSIM Transit 
Trip

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thought an engaging way to explain concepts is to imagine taking a trip on SACSIM’s transit system



Deciding to Use Transit

• Mode choice model determines which mode a traveler will use for a given trip

• Key factors (among others!) in deciding whether to use transit
• Total travel time
• Money cost (fare, fees at park-n-ride lots, etc.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before taking a transit trip, must decide if I'm going to use transit in the first place. Will spend next few slides covering how model represents the various parts of a transit trip to calculate travel time, followed by how it estimates fare



Parts of a SACSIM 
Transit Trip: 
Overview

• Travel from origin to first transit stop

• Wait at transit stop

• Travel in vehicle to 2nd transit stop

• If transferring:
• Travel to transfer stop if needed
• Wait at transfer stop(s) for vehicle
• Travel in vehicle to subsequent transfer 

stop(s) or final stop

• Travel from final stop to destination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To add up the travel time required to take a transit trip, SACSIM breaks down each transit trip into several key components, each of which I’ll go over in detail, but for high-level overview they are…



Taking a SACSIM Transit 
Trip: Walking from origin 
to first transit stop

Transit Walking Links

TAZ Centroid 
(origin)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DON’T SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON THESETravel from origin to first transit stop All trips originate at a TAZ centroid (roughly the middle point of a travel analysis zone)Itineraries may have traveler walk or, if PNR available, drive to first transit stop (we’ll look at PNR on next slide).Walk links are “straight line” and walk trips to transit stops only follow the road network if the road is coded in the model network.Walk links in picture are “potential” walk links, any given trip will only use one of them, depending on which bus route they use for their trip.Walk speed is key component, to estimate the walk time cost. For horizon year in our 2020 MTP, assumed faster walking speed (and thus lower walk time cost) because assuming higher adoption of personal mobility devices like folding bicycles and scooters.“Manually added” vs “auto generated” travel links. All real highway links and pedestrian path links are “manual” links, coded in by the modeler, while walk links like these are automatically generated by the model during a model run.



Taking a SACSIM Transit 
Trip: Driving from 
origin to Park-n-Ride 
Transit Stop

Drive link connecting road 
network to park-n-ride lot

Walking link connecting 
PNR lot to station platform

Drive link connecting TAZ 
centroid to park-n-ride lot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Travel from origin to first transit stop by driving to PNRSimilar to walking access to transit, there are direct auto-generated links that connect nearby TAZ centroids to the park-n-ride lotBut model also allows auto trips to travel the model road network from more distant TAZs, then access the park-n-ride lot from the road network using a park-n-ride connector linkThese driving trips on the road network will be subject to any congestion on network same as any other trip made by driving. This congestion delay is added to the total trip travel time.Each park-n-ride lot has parking fee added to it if applicable, whose cost is added to total money cost of transit trip.From the park-n-ride lot, an additional walking link is generated to represent the walk path from the PNR node to the transit station itself.KISS AND RIDE – though not modeled for MTP, current modeling software does have capability to model being dropped off at a transit station by someone in a car.



Taking a SACSIM 
Transit Trip: Waiting 
at the first stop

• Modeled wait time at the first stop is 
based on the headway as a "wait 
curve"

• E.g., 15min headways assume a 
7min wait, 60min headways 
assume 20min wait

• Headway depends on which of the 5 
model time periods the trip starts in:

• 5am-9am, 9am-3pm, 3pm-6pm, 
6pm-8pm, or 8pm-11pm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wait curve is how model calculates how long a traveler will wait for a transit vehicle, based on the vehicle’s headway and other factors like whether it’s a timed transfer and the general pattern that with longer headways, people are more likely to time their arrival at the stop closer to when the vehicle arrives.Time spent waiting is "weighted" at double the time spent in vehicle traveling. Based on studies showing that transit users place a higher cost on waiting for transit vehicle than traveling in transit vehicle, especially if weather is cold or rainy.So transfer wait time will add in the higher “perceived” time cost for wait time vs. in-vehicle travel time.



Taking a SACSIM 
Transit Trip: Local 
Buses

• Buses use the same model road 
network as cars

• Experience same congestion as 
cars, with "time factor" to account 
for stops and slower travel speeds.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’re actually on a vehicle in our transit journeyExplain: time factor is a multiple of the car travel speedTime factor adjustable based on location, I.e, in urban areas with frequent stops, the bus travel speed with respect to cars is slower. On freeways with no stops, bus travel speed is close to that of cars.



Taking a SACSIM 
Transit Trip: Rail

• Does not use cars' road network

• Rail links have hard-coded speeds, 
not affected by road congestion



Taking a SACSIM 
Transit Trip: 
Commuter Bus

• Freeway commuter buses

• Function essentially like local buses

• Use HOV lanes where available

• <insert pic of commuter bus>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adjusting time factors within route important to reflect commuter buses not picking up passengers on freeways (e.g., bus travel speed closer to car travel speed than in urban areas with frequent stops).



Taking a SACSIM 
Transit Trip: 
Transferring

Transfer link represents 
path between transit stops

No walk time cost 
for transfer if routes 
share stop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time needed to complete a transfer is included in total trip travel time as both the wait time for your next transit vehicle plus time spent walking, if applicable, between your first and second routes.Transfer wait curves are different from initial wait times. Still based on headway, but are constant wait curve (e.g., longer headways don't get a shorter break, because even though the bus only comes once/hour, if you're transferring you don't have much choice over whether you show up just before or just after your transfer bus leaves.BUT there are manually identified "transfer" nodes where wait curve maxes out transfer time to short duration based on fact that operators will schedule timed transfers  between routes.Transfer links to rail stations from bus stops are hard-coded in a separate file.Transfers between bus stops that aren’t shared would travel on the model road network (not auto-generated links)



Taking a SACSIM 
Transit Trip: Travel 
from last stop to 
destination

• Same concept as traveling from 
trip origin to first stop

• Mode of travel to destination 
constrained by which stop end 
you're at and how you accessed 
transit stop.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I.e., walk links are generated between the last transit stop and the centroid of the TAZ representing the traveler’s final destinationPAUSE FOR QUESTIONS!



Taking a 
SACSIM 
Transit Trip: 
Paying Your 
Fare

Fare Function SACSIM15 SACSIM19

Monthly transit 
passes Flat cash fare for each 

agency, averaging full 
adult fare and 
discount fares.

Pass model predicts who 
holds a transit pass and 

makes trip free

Discounted fares 
for qualifying 

groups

User can specify groups 
eligible for discounted 

fare (e.g. seniors, youth)

Fare table

• Unchanged between SACSIM versions.
• Calculates each operator’s adult cash fare and 

applicable fares for transferring within and 
between agencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Passes and DiscountsSACSIM15 had different fares for each operator, but was not any more granular. The fare was assumed to be the “average” fare paid when considering the posted adult cash fare, the share of riders who used transit passes, and share who received a discounted fare.Allows anlaysis of effects of changed fare policies (e.g. modeling free transit for youth effect on ridership)SACSIM19 more granular. Instead of assuming everyone pays same “average” fare it predicts whether a traveler is a pass holder as well as whether a passenger is eligible to receive a discounted pass.Effect of update is that individual simulated riders have a more accurate cost for using transit. Under SS15 average, groups qualifying for discount were paying more, while people who should be paying the full adult fare were paying less. Having separation allows more accurate prediction of transit user demographics.Fare TableSACSIM15 and SACSIM19 both have a fare table, which calculates the fare for boarding with each operator and fee, if applicable, for transferring between agencies or within the same agency (e.g. RT-RT would now be freeExample: A trip on RT involving two buses with adult fare would have cost of $2.50: $2.50 to get on the first vehicle, then free to transfer to second vehicle. In contrast, a trip involving taking RT then transferring to Yolobus would be $2.50 to get on the RT vehicle, then an additional $2.50 to get on the Yolobus vehicle.Discount factors in config file



Representing Transit in 
the Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose is really to see what some of the concepts I talked about in the "taking a transit trip" section actually look like in the model.Not comprehensive in any way, nor meant to be sufficient for someone without modeling experience to be able to pick up and start using.



System-Level Configuration Files

• Normally text files

• Apply to whole transit system.
• Example files:

•Fare table
•Files to set wait curves, value of time, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other examples of config file settings:Flagging which stops are “transfer stops” with shorter expected transfer wait times



Creating and Editing Mixed-Traffic Transit 
Routes

Bus stops

Rail stop
Park-and-ride

Time factors for 
each time period

Headways for each 
time period

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This screenshots show exactly how the routes and params appear in the modeling software interface.Picture with table shows where to adjust the parameters I discussed earlier, e.g. ‘MODE’ is the submode, HEADWAY values are the headway, in mins, for each of the 5 transit time periods.TIMEFACs are default time factors for the routePoint out how timefacs can vary by point on route, and changes in TF are inserted within the “Ns”N values are nodes on the highway network that the route passes through.Can set a custom time factor for specific segments, e.g., to differentiate travel through downtown with lots of stops vs. traveling on freeway with no stops.



Creating and Editing 
Transit Routes with 
Dedicated ROW 
(e.g. LRT)

• Does not use nodes on highway 
network

• Must explicitly list out links in 
separate file, including assigning the 
speed at which transit vehicles travel 
on that link.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use screenshot to point out “this link, for example, needs to be listed out in separate file and have a speed associated with it representative of typical LRT vehicle speeds.Must also explicitly identify nodes on highway network from which you can walk from the road network to the station node.Cannot drive to a train station unless it has a park-n-ride.



Validating and Testing 
SACSIM's Transit Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So given the inputs, parameters, and considerations the model takes in to model transit trips, how accurate is it?



Validation - How Well Does the Model 
Predict the Present?

• Transit trip share – modeled versus observed in 2018 household travel survey
• Boardings – modeled versus observed in operators' ridership reports:

•Regionwide
•By operator
•By service type (e.g. LRT, local bus, commuter bus, etc.)
•Not important for calculating VMT, GHG emissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain trips vs boardings



Sensitivity Testing - Does the Model 
Respond Reasonably to Changes in 
Inputs?

• "Reasonable" means that a change in model inputs (e.g. fare, headway, route) leads to a 
change in model outputs (e.g. transit trip share, boardings, etc.) that approximates what has 
been observed in the real-world. E.g.,

•Increasing frequency should increase ridership
•Raising fares should lower ridership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain trips vs boardings



Sensitivity Testing Sample Results



Transit Model Outputs
Standard Output Data and Summaries



Boardings by Line

• Shows boardings for each modeled transit 
route

• Uses:
•Compare how changing a line's route, 
headway, or service hours could affect 
ridership
•Better pinpointing which line or lines 
could be responsible for significant 
systemwide changes



Boardings by Operator, Service 
Type, County, Etc.

• Gets total boardings by desired aggregation level.

• Uses:
•Answer questions about transit ridership raised by county or transit agency staff.
•Validate boarding data against observed data aggregated by operator or service type.



New SACSIM19 Feature: Transit 
Submodes
• SACSIM15 just had generic “transit” mode

• SACSIM19 travelers choose from among one of three submodes:
• Local bus
• Commuter bus
• Rail

• Benefits of adding submodes
• More accurate distribution of transit trips among transit modes
• More granular reports (e.g. transit trips by submode)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SS15 mode choice model only had “transit” mode as a choice for travelers. SS19 adds another choice step: if user chooses transit, there’s also process to decide whether transit trip will be on local bus only, or incorporate rail, or incorporate commuter bus.



Transit Link Summary

• Estimates boardings, alightings, and vehicle load on every link of every transit line

• Uses:
•Get total transit boardings within a custom geographic area (e.g. within a council district, 
city, neighborhood, etc.)
•Estimate transit trips taken on a specific road segment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, must be cautious of model results at such a granular level. Model is calibrated and meant to be reasonably accurate at regional level, but for an individual road segment the numbers can vary significantly between model runs.



Transit Model Use Cases

• Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Improvement Program (TIRCP) application for Sac Valley Station
•Predict ridership effects of:

• Interlining Green and Gold Lines as single line connecting North Natomas to Folsom via Sac 
Valley Station

• Increasing Green Line frequency from 30mins to 15mins
• Moving LRT platform closer to Amtrak boarding platform

• Project Performance Assessment (PPA) Tool
•Estimating transit trips on road segments with proposed projects, particularly HOV projects



Looking Ahead



Current and 
Forthcoming Transit 
Model Development 
Efforts

• Incorporating scooter/bike share services

• Modeling microtransit

• Replacing time factors with dwell time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incorporating micromobility services (e.g. bike share, scooter share) as first and last mile modes that could extend transit market areaModeling microtransit services that have a flexible route and do not have regular headwaysReplacing time factors with dwell time to more accurately capture the speed difference between transit vehicles and private vehicles.



Open Discussion

• Questions
• User stories—how have you used SACSIM or its outputs?
• Comments and suggestions for future development
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